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of a contractual nature, can scarcely be referred as a matter of
course to the lex loci. Defects affecting the validity of the con-
tract and the ensuing ceremony in which the identity of the
actual parties is a matter of indifference, must be distinguished
from those that affect the parties personally.
The former, such as want of form and probably also want of
consent, are subject to the lex loci celebrationis and for the present
purpose may conveniently be denominated 'contractual'. On
the other hand, defects which consist in something peculiar to
those very parties or to one of them, such as nonage, are subject
to the personal law and may themselves be termed 'personal'.
Lack of     What defects are to be classified as contractual is not entirely
fbrmaUdn ^ree ^rom doubt. It is clear, of course, that a failure to observe
is a con- the prescribed formalities at the marriage ceremony is com-
traefecat Prisec* in this class.1 In the words of Cotton L.J.:
'The law of a country where a marriage is solemnized must alone
decide all questions relating to the validity of the ceremony by which
the marriage is alleged to have been constituted; but as in other con-
tracts, so in that of marriage, personal capacity must depend on the law
of the domicil.'2
is absence     The doubtful question is whether contractual defects are
of consent restricted to those affecting the mere form of the ceremony. It
a con-	..       .         ..	,   °	. .	i •   i	•	r
tractualoris submitted, however, that anything which negatives the free
personal consent that is a fundamental requirement of general contract
eect* law must also be classed as contractual. According to this, the
question whether annulment is to be decreed on the ground that
the petitioner was the victim of fraud, coercion or fear,3 or was
mistaken with regard either to the identity of the respondent
or the nature of the marriage ceremony, falls to be determined
by the lex loci celebrationis. Thus in Mehta v.^sMzhta :*
"	.
The petitioner, a woman domiciled in England, went through a
ceremony of marriage in Bombay with the respondent, who was domi-
ciled in India. The petitioner believed that the only purpose of the
ceremony, which was carried out in a language unknown to her, was to
convert her to the Hindu faith. Afterwards she learned that her con-
version and marriage were effected at the same time.
1	Simonin v. Mallac (i 860), 2 Sw. & Tr. 67.
2	Sotfomayorv. De Barros (No. i) (1877), 3 P.D. i, 7.
3	H. v. #., [1954] P. 258. It is controversial whether duress renders a marriage
void or voidable. The latest judicial view prefers the latter alternative, Parojtic
v* Parojcic^ [1958] i W.L.R. 1280, 1283,/tfrDavies J.
4	[i945]2AllE.R.69o.

